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Vehicular ad-hoc networks (VANETs) are mobile ad-hoc networks where vehicles communicate with each

other by exchanging traffic information. If not secured in a proper way, this communication could allow a

passive adversary to eavesdrop, which will give an attacker the ability to reconstruct the vehicles’ mobility

patterns [1].

Anonymous credential (AC) systems have been proposed in the literature to achieve privacy in VANETs.

The primary purpose of AC is to hide the identity of the vehicles while communicating with other vehicles.

However, the unconstrained use of anonymous credentials (AC) allows misuse, i.e., an adversary could create

multiple credentials at the same time to launch a Sybil attack [2], or the anonymity feature offered by AC

could give adversaries the desire to impersonate other vehicles.

In this work, we propose an autonomous anonymous authentication scheme for VANETs based on

attribute-based credentials [3]. Our scheme has a decentralized architecture that allows vehicles to issue

their own privacy-preserving identifiers without the intervention of a central authority. These identifiers

are pseudonyms generated from a token wallet and allow anonymous authentication between vehicles. Our

scheme is based on non-interactive zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge (NIZKP) and Camenisch-Lysyanskaya

(CL) signatures [4] [5] [6].
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